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Vegan-licious! The new Trolli Sour Strawbies
The Sour Strawbies will make the hearts of all flexitarians, vegetarians and vegans
beat with excitement! The pack comes in a variety of fresh, bright green colors that
will heighten your craving for sour fruitiness! As soon as the pack is opened, it
unleashes an intensely fruity strawberry scent that is hard to resist and the
strawberry flavor provides a summer feeling all year round. The new giant
strawberries are both slightly firm and yet elastic.

Frighteningly fruity: Trolli Tarantula
The spooky Trolli Tarantula in a 150 g bag is joining the funky Halloween range.
Everyone’s not-so-favorite nocturnal animal stands out in fruit gummy form with
its detailed spider body, large eyes and piercing fangs. Great attention to detail,
from the patterned body to the limbs, makes the Trolli Tarantula an absolute eye-
catcher at any Halloween party. These giant spiders also score points with their
four fruity flavors: raspberry, blackberry, strawberry and orange.

Melon mania with Trolli Watermelon Splash
The new Trolli Watermelon Splash is an absolute highlight. Its cool 3D watermelon
look, with small seed symbols on the packaging, shows the attention to detail. The
real splash comes when you bite into the green melon ball: the refreshing, sour
filling reveals the intense taste of watermelon, one of the most popular summer
fruits. Individually wrapped in a brightly colored 75 g bag with cheeky watermelon
faces, Trolli Watermelon Splash radiates a crazy good summer mood.

Kick it like Trolli
Cheer, celebrate and snack the day away: Trolli Super Kick is just the thing for a
summer soccer fairy tale. You won’t want to miss it! Whether it’s the Champions
League final, the Bundesliga or a European Championship party, every soccer fan
will go into raptures! As a decoration for a soccer party, a souvenir or a snack
during an important match, these 3D soccer balls with their popular apple-flavored
sour filling are real MVPs.
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